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In the matter of:

DECISIONzol3-#s

Calmanrz3 Tlavel
IATA Code No. 98-9 ooogg
P.O. Box 2S5S
I(Yr-rro4 Grand Cayman
Cayman Islands
Representedby its Director, Mrs. Theresa Chin

vs.
The Applicant

International Air Transport Association (*IATA")
7o3 WaterfordWay, Suite 6oo
Miami, Florida ggrz6
United States of America
Represented by the Agency Administrator-The Americas, Mr.
Carlos Bendjouya

Ttre Respondent

I. The Case

The Applicant is a newAgent who sought a Travel Agency Commissioner's review of the

Respondent's Notice of Termination ("NoT") dated October 2, 2or1. The reason

provided in the NoT was none submission of the requested bank guarantee ("BG") on

time. Prior of being terminated, the Applicant had been declared in Default due to

outstanding monies owed to BSP Member Airlines (US $ 64,199.48). At the time of

Default, the Applicant was requested to provide the referred BG (notice dated May r4,

2013, given as due date June zg, zotg). This time frame was extended in various

occasions, the last due date been fixed at Sept. go, 2013.
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The request of the BG was in accordance with the provisions set in the Local Financial

Criteria ("LFC") for I-ATAMI countries and the Caribbeen as a requirement for re-

instatement when an Agent has been declared in Default.

A day before the termination's effectiveness date, the Applicant contacted the

Respondent asking for a "last" extension considering that its bank had finally approved

the guarantee in IAT,{s favour. This new extension was denied.

A letter from the Applicant's bank dated Oct. z, 2013 was provided in support of its

argument. However, the BG itself was not issued until Oct. 3<l, 2013 and submitted to

the Respondent's office that same date arriving the original document to its final

destination on Nov. 1, 2<113.

The Applicant paid all its outstanding BSP amounts by Oct. 2,2ol3.

As it was stated by the Respondent during the course of this proceeding, once it received

the BG from tle Applicant, it reviewed the Applicant's situation (financial standings)

and on Nov. 1, 2o1B proceeded to the Applicant's re-instatement in to the BSP system.

As it has been requested by the Parties, the core of the matter for this Commissioner,

regardless the Applicant's re-instatement, is to determine whether or not correct

procedure was followed when the Applicant was terminated by the Respondent.

The Applicant's aryuments in summarlr

The Applicant argued having had <<a few hurdles in front of me providing this huge

sum of mone)P, the processing with the banktook longer than antieipated>>;

<<I have lost all my commission that was to be earned from airlines, and had to take

out another loan to pay my staffthat had remained with the Company with the hope

that the bank would have processed us earlier>>;

l LATAM stands for Iatin-American countries
, The amount of tle requested BG was US $ r73,zoo

II.
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<<I have also taken into consideration all the facts and events that have taken place

and have put procedures in place to offstem these events ever happening again>>;

<<This case has been my first default for the year and requiring then a guarantee

Ietter in the amount of tTg,zooUSD. As per the agreement I am allowed 6 defaultss

which the first one accounts as z strikes+ before being terminated from IATA?

Termination is to myunderstanding after 6 defaults>>.

III. The Respondent's arguments in sumrnary

A Notice of Irregularity ("NoI") was served to the Applicant on May g, 2oLS due to

an unsettled BSP Report for the amount of US $ tt4,574.73. According to the NoI

the amountwas dueby ro May, 2ot3;

<<Agent was suspended from the BSP on May l.'4, 2oLS as a consequence of the

default action due to the lack of payment>>. The pending amount at the time was of

US $ 36,o59.16. Through this suspension letter ("NoS') <<this office requested a

guarantee to be submitted by June 29, zoLB>>;

<< It is important to remark that this ofEce has been very contemplative in this case

of this agency and termination should have being done on June 30, 2019. Instead,

termination was done 3 months later, considering the special situation of the agency

and the information provided to our Customer Service deparlrnent regarding the

delay with the Banks in Cayman Island>>;

<<As a consequence of the lack of submission of the guarantee, this office

terminated the Passenger SeruicesAgencyAgreement on October 02, 2013>> (sic).

fV. OraI Hearing

Fursuant Paragraph 2.3 of Resolution Bzoe and RuIe 14 of the Rules of Practice and

Procedure, this Commissioner, acting upon both Parties' agreement on waiving an oral

s It is understood as six (6) fnstances of Imegularities.
+ It is understood as a reference to the form of how Notices of Inegularity are counted for in accordance
with the applicable Resolutions.
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hearing, had decided to base her decision only on the written submissions that have

been filed by both of them.

V. Considerations leading to conclusion

Based on the findings of the case, it seems unquestionable for this Commissioner the

proper procedure followed by the Respondent when it decided to terminate the

Applicant's Passenger Sales Agency Agreement ("PSA61 on October 2' zOr3' after

having granted several extensions for the Applicant to provide the BG that had been

requested on May L4, 2otg with an originally given due date of June 29' 2913'

Furthermore, the Respondent's actions demonstrate a clear understanding not only of

the banking stringent requirements and processing times in the current market, but also

the Applicant s situation and willingness to comply with its obligations despite the

incurred delays. The Respondent's actions (namely, the granted extensions and the

Applicant's reinstatement after termination) were in accordance with the General

principles of Review stated in Resolution 8r8g and in Resolution 8oof, paragraph 5'z'

Observations:

o As a clarification for the Applicant, considering that it had argued, I quote:

<<As per the agreement I am alloused 6 defaultp u;hich the first
one accounts ai z strike* before being terminated from IATA?

Terminqtionis to my understanding after 6 defaults>>

Notwithstanding that neither the NoI nor the Nos were part of this review process

and their opporrunity to be reviewed has actually expired (both being issued in May

2013), this Commissioner deems important to underline the following facts in

accordance with the evidence on file and the applicable Resolutions in order for the

Applicant (new Agent) to have it in mind during its future live as an Accredited

Agent:

s It is understood as six (6) Instances oflrregularities.
o It is understood as u ,"i"r"o"" to the form 6fhow Notices oflrregularity are counted for in accordance

with the applicable Resolutions.
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The Default action that was undertaken against the Applicant by the

Respondent was due to a lack of paJrment of a Billing Statement. The NoI

that was served to the Applicant on May 9 demanded an immediate

payment of the BSP sales in accordance with Res. 8189, Attachment "A",

paragraph r.7.2.t and subparagraph t.7.z.t(a). That NoI gave the Applicant

until May 10, 2013 to honour the unsettled amount. Even though we can

consider the referred time frame as quite short, it is the time frame stated

in Res. 8r8g, Attachment'A" paragraph t.Z@);

As a consequence of the Applicant's lack of payment by the referred due

date, Default Action had to be undertaken by the Respondent, pursuant

Res. 8r8g, Attachment "A", paragraph t.Z.z.tb);

The reference made by the Applicant to the six instances of irregularity

that are mentioned in Res. 8r8g, Attachment "A", paragraph L.Z.S.2

applies to situations of <<Accumulation of Irregularities>>2, meaning a

Default Action taken against a given Agent who has accumulated on its

records previous irregularities none of which having lead the Applicant to

be declared in default. This hypothesis is known as"technical defoulf .

That provision does not govern Default Actions generated by lack of
payment where the Agent had been declared in default for not honouring

an unsettled amount in the given time frame to comply. In these situations

the governing rule, and actually the one that was applied by the

Respondent, is paragraph t.Z.z.t(3}) of Res. 8r8g, Attachment "A".

This Commissioner notes that no mention of the TAC facility appeared in any one

of the Notices sent to the Applicant in this case. It would be desirable for this

situation to be amended as it has been agreed by the Passenger Agency

Programme Global Joint Council (*PAPGJC").

s)z It is the tittle of Sectio\1.7.5.2 of Res. 8r8g, Attachment'A'
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VI. Decision

Having carefirlly reviewed all the evidence and arguments submitted by the Parties in
connection with this case;

Having looked at the applicable Resolutions;

It is hereby decided:

- The Respondent had followed correct procedure when decided to terminate the

Applicant's Passenger Sales AgencyAgreement on October 2, 2ol3.

Decided in Vancouver, the r6t day of November 2o1g

t.t(a. .,r" e.-o (e^{^,,--S
Ver 6nic a P acAe co - S anfuente s

Travel Agency Commissioner Area 1

RiSIht to askforinterpretation or correction
In accordance with Res Szoe $ z.to, any Party may ask for an interpretation or
correction of any error which it may find relevant to this decision. The timeframe for
these types of requests will be 15 days after receipt of the electronic version of this
document.

Right to seek review by arbitration
As pel Resolution 8zoe, Section 4 any Party has the right, if it considers aggrieved by
this decision, to seek review by Arbitration, in accordance with the provisions of
Resolution 824, Section 14, once the above mentionedtime frame wouldhave elapsed.

Note: The original signed version of this decision will be sent to the Parties by regular
mail, once the referred period for interpretation/corrections would have expired.
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